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The Four-Step Ideal Life Map 

 Points to Remember  

 

✓ Your life is either an epic adventure or nothing at all. - Hellen Keller 

✓ We forget to pay attention to our one life to live. 

✓ Follow this Ideal Life Map to live the life of your dreams. 

1. Vision Lookout Point: Think of yourself as looking through binoculars to see your ideal 

vision of what you want your life to look like. Create a vision board to express what your 

future will be. What do you want to be, do, and have in life? What are you envious of? What 

do you want your life to look like in 5 years? 

2. Beliefs Bridge: We need to change our mind to believe it is possible. Trust the rickety 

bridge. Capture your current self-limiting believes. Write out all the trash talk you have been 

telling yourself. Flip your negative beliefs to what you want your positive beliefs to be. 

Repetition is important to strengthen our beliefs. 

3. Trigger Rock – Good Habits River: Pay attention to triggers to make good habits. Pick 

up one core habit to help reach your goals. Perform it consistently to build momentum. 

Consider your current habits. What are the triggers and what are the consequences or 

rewards of the habit? What is the habit that will propel you toward your goal? 

4. Momentum Waterfall: You need to keep pumping the well and have faith that 

consistent behaviors towards your goal will pay off. Track your actions toward your goal. 

 

 Next Steps  

 

✓ Contact Lauren LaForge to get started living your ideal life! 

 About our Expert Lauren LaForge  

 

Lauren has helped thousands of women improve their motivation, techniques, and habits 

to build epic incomes, master their use of time, and improve overall happiness and quality 

of life. Lauren’s infectious energy helps propel people forward and find their capabilities. 

Reach Lauren at: lauren@laurenlaforge.com Phone: 805-421-6440 Website: 

laurenlaforge.com         
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